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ABOUT
III is a long-term artistic research and creation project developed since 2013 by choreographer
Teoma Naccarato and composer John MacCallum, in collaboration with dancers, musicians, and
designers across disciplines. I II involves a collection of works for stage, screen, and installation,
as well as workshops, residencies, and publications. Our current practice in III is focussed on
devising interdisciplinary performance experiments, traversing traditional to one-on-one
performance, sonic/haptic/visual installation, and guided breath and listening practice. We use
technologies such as stethoscopes, electrocardiograms, transducers, and handheld mirrors and
lights to de-familiarize sensory encounters between performers and public.

BIO: John MacCallum & Teoma Naccarato
Teoma Naccarato and John MacCallum have been collaborating since they met in 2013. Their
collective work draws on their disciplinary training in music composition, choreography, creative
writing, and computer science, as well as their deep interest in performance art and philosophy.
Together they devise performance-installations and publications, and guide workshops on the
themes of ‘Relational Listening’ and on the ‘critical appropriation’ of biosensors in artistic
practice. Teoma is currently completing her PhD at the Centre for Dance Research (C-DaRE) at
Coventry University in the UK, and did her MFA at The Ohio State University, and her BFA at
Concordia University in Montreal, all in dance/choreography. John did his PhD at UC Berkeley, his
MM at McGill University in Montreal, and his BM at the University of the Pacific in California, all in
music composition. They have each held a variety of research and teaching positions over the
years in the US and Europe, and currently live in Berlin.

https://iii-iii-iii.org | john.m@ccallum.com | teoma@naccarato.org

Artistic résumé of collaborative work 2014-2019
Performances / Installations
2019
2018
2018
2018
2017
2017
2016
2016
2015
2015
2015
2015
2014
2014
2014

-

Centre for Dance Research (C-DaRE) - III: Circulation - Coventry, UK
CLOUD/DansLab - III: Cloud - The Hague, Netherlands
Lake Studios Berlin - III: Respire, III: Coeur de cochon, and III: Portraits - Berlin, Germany
Lake Studios Berlin - III: Circulation - Berlin, Germany
Weisslich 10 - III: Respire and III: Coeur de cochon - London, UK
Tangente Danse - III: Tangente - Montreal, Canada
Kinetech Arts Dancehack - ECG Test - Paris / London / San Francisco
Djerassi Open House - III: Respire a
 nd Study 3 - California, USA
Arsenal Gallery - III: Synchronism (the nest) - Montreal, Canada
SummerWorks Festival - III: Synchronism - Toronto, Canada
Ubiquitous Swarm Lab - Study 2: Dancer, percussionist, electronics, ECG - Berkeley, USA
Left Coast Chamber Ensemble - Limn, for flute, cello, and live electronics - San Francisco, USA
Music Tech Festival, Ircam - Improv performance with Aaron Einbond - Paris, France
Ircam - Study 1: Dancer, electronics, ECG - Paris, France
ReNew Digital Arts Festival - X: Duet for Dancer and Kinect - Copenhagen, Denmark

Residencies
2019
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2014

-

Lake Studios Berlin - J an/Feb artists in residence - Berlin, Germany
C-DaRE - Oct 12-28 research/creation for III: Circulation - Coventry, UK
CLOUD/DansLab - Aug 10-25 research/creation with dancers/musicians - The Hague, NL
Troika Tronix / Lake Studios Berlin - July Dance Tech Residency - Berlin, Germany
Centre for Dance Research - May 22-June 3 research/creation for III: Circulation - Coventry, UK
Guest Projects - Week residency with Weisslich curators - London, UK
CLOUD/DansLab - Feb 27-Mar 16 research/creation with dancers/musicians - The Hague, NL
Djerassi Resident Artist Program - July 1-30 art/science residency - California, USA
Synthesis Center iStage - Feb 15-21 artists in residence - Tempe, USA
Ircam - Sept 1-Dec 15 musical research residency - Paris, France
CNMAT - June research/creation for III: Synchronism - Berkeley, USA

Workshops
Lake Studios Berlin - Relational Listening with prof. dancers (3hrs) - Berlin, Germany
Centre for Dance Research - Relational Listening for public (1hr) - Coventry, UK
Lake Studios Berlin - Relational Listening with prof. dancers (3hrs) - Berlin, Germany
Guildhall School - Relational Listening with multi-disciplinary MA students (3hrs) - London, UK
Dance and Somatic Practices Conference - Relational Listening (1hr x 2) - Coventry, UK
CNMAT - Intersections in music, movement, and technology (3 days) - Berkeley, USA
CLOUD/DansLab - Relational Listening, interdisciplinary artists (4hrs) - The Hague, NL
Roehampton University - Breath/weight practice (2hrs) with MA students - London, UK
Roehampton University - Relational Listening workshop (2 days) private workshop with prof.
dancers and musicians - London, UK
2016 - Proximity and Performance Symposium - Intimate Listening workshop, co-facilitated with
Peader Kirk (2hrs) - London, UK
2016 - Djerassi Resident Artist Program - Breath workshop with residents - California, USA
2019
2018
2018
2018
2017
2017
2017
2017
2016

-

Publications
MacCallum, J. and Naccarato, T.J. (2019) ‘Collaboration as Differentiation : Rethinking Interaction
Intra-Actively’. Performance Philosophy (in press)
Naccarato, T. (2019) ‘The Touch of the Stethoscope : Shaping Context in Intimate Performance’. TEMPO 73
(287), 71–75
Kirk, P., Naccarato, T., and MacCallum, J. (2017) ‘Intimate Listening’. Performance Research 22 (3), 57–60
Naccarato, T.J. and MacCallum, J. (2017) ‘Critical Appropriations of Biosensors in Artistic Practice’. in
Proceedings of the Conference on Movement and Computing (MOCO). held 2017 at London
Naccarato, T.J. and MacCallum, J. (2016) ‘From Representation to Relationality: Bodies, Biosensors and
Mediated Environments’. Journal of Dance & Somatic Practices 8 (1), 55–70
Naccarato, T.J., MacCallum, J., Boudou, L., and Pelinka, S. (2016) ‘Peripheral Encounters’. Leonardo Gallery
Pages 236–245
MacCallum, J. and Naccarato, T.J. (2015) ‘The Impossibility of Control : Real-Time Negotiations with the Heart’.
in Electronic Visualisation and the Arts. held 2015. 1–8
MacCallum, J. and Naccarato, T. (2015) ‘Choreography and Composition of Internal Time’ in
SIGCHI Collaborating with Intelligent Machines Workgroup. Held Seoul, South Korea.

Conferences & Symposia (Paper presentations, 20min)
2018 - C
 onference on Movement and Computing - Panel facilitators: “What escapes computation in
interactive performance?” - Genoa, Italy
2017 - Touching Sound Symposium - “Synchronism: A pretext for touch”, City University London, UK
2017 - Conference on Movement and Computing - “Critical appropriations of biosensors in artistic
practice”, London, UK
2016 - Digital Echoes Symposium - “Echoes of the Heart: Biometric Archives in Participatory
Performance” - C-DaRE, Coventry University, UK
2016 - Performance, Experience, Presence Symposium - “Real-time Negotiations with the Heart:
Choreographic Practice as Research” - Plymouth University, UK
2015 - Conference on Electronic Visualization in the Arts - “The Impossibility of Control: Real-time
Negotiations with the Heart” - London, UK
2015 - Performing Accidental Archives Symposium - “Accidental Archives of the Heart” - Toronto, CA
2014 - International Symposium of Electronic Arts - “Choreographies of Attention and Control”
(live-streaming) - Dubai, UME

Artist Talks / Guest Lectures (60-90min)
2017 - Guildhall School - “Biosensors as an intervention in creative practice” - London, UK
2016 - C
 olloquium on Interdisciplinary Creation/Research Methodologies - ““Biosensors as a
intervention in creative practice” - Santiago, Chile
2016 - C-DaRE - “Biosensors as an intervention in creative practice” - Coventry, UK
2015 - Topological Media Lab - “Intimate choreographic interventions” - Concordia Uni., Montreal, CA
2015 - Department of Music / CNMAT - “Critical appropriations of biosensors in artistic practice” - UC
Berkeley, USA
2014 - Ircam - “Choreography and Composition of Internal Time” (Lec-dem) - Paris, France
2014 - Digital Studio, Goldsmiths - “Choreography and Composition of Internal Time” - London, UK
2014 - MIRL Lab, Sussex - “Choreography and Composition of Internal Time” - Sussex, UK
2014 - Ircam - “Choreography Composition of Internal Time” - Paris, France
Additional materials available upon request.

Collaborative Projects 2016-2019

Performance-Installations
III: Circulation
III: Tangente
III: Synchronism

Video-Installations
III: Portraits
III: Coeur de cochon
III: Circulation

Sonic/Haptic Installations
III: Circulation
III: Respire
III: Limn (A)

III: Circulation
Performance-installation, 3 performers and 3 audience members (35")
Created and performed by: John MacCallum and Teoma Naccarato, with Laura Boudou

Synopsis
III: Circulation is a performance in three parts, designed for only three guests at a time. Each
guest is seated alone on the periphery of the space, with projection in front of them, dancers
moving behind them, and sound generated by transducers affixed to their seats. Throughout the
event, guests must make choices about how to focus their attention amidst distributed visual,
sonic, tactile, and kinaesthetic fragments, letting some details go in order to grasp others more
fully. With the aid of handheld mirrors, the architecture of the installation takes on new
dimensionality, inviting a circulation of awareness outwards, inwards, and in between the
mediated processes at play. I II: Circulation incorporates elements from many other creations in
III, including I II: Feedback, III: Coeur de cochon, III: Respire, and III:Circulation:1:4a, allowing these
pieces to take new meaning in a shared performance context.

MORE: https://iii-iii-iii.org/portfolio/iii-circulation

III: Circulation |Video stills| John MacCallum and Teoma Naccarato

III: Tangente
Live performance-installation, nine performers (40”)
Created by: John MacCallum & Teoma Naccarato
Dancers: Laura Boudou, Kim L. Rouchdy, Manuel Shink
Musicians:Anne Bucchi (percussion), Ryan Kelly (percussion), Elizabeth Lima (clarinet)
Breathers: Bailey Eng, Lucy Fandel, Abe Mijnheer

Synopsis
In this intermedia and interactive encounter, the theatre is turned inside out. The dancers and
musicians perform behind us; it is only by way of mirrors that we piece together moments, as if
editing a live film from our own perspective. Gradually, we are offered sensory fragments: the
reflection of a torso sweeping past; gentle pulsations in the floor; wandering rhythms in the live
instrumentation – provoked by the heartbeat of the dancers. It is difficult to capture anything or
anyone, fully. There is darkness and stillness; there is breath; there is physical exertion and
exhaustion. Nothing concludes. Everything assembles and shatters. It shatters like glass, and as
we piece the shards back together, unfamiliar forms emerge.

MORE: https://iii-iii-iii.org/portfolio/iii-tangente

III: Tangente | Photos: Robert Zbikowski

III: Tangente | Photos: Robert Zbikowski

III: Tangente, premiere at Tangente Danse 2017 | Photos: John MacCallum

III: Synchronism
One-on-one performance (20”), with simultaneous audio installation and kinetic sculpture
Created by: John MacCallum and Teoma Naccarato
Performers: Teoma Naccarato, visitors one at a time

One-on-one Performance:
Individuals are invited, one at a time, to join the performer inside a private booth. With electronic
stethoscopes and transducers the duo shares the rhythms of their hearts in real-time,
stimulating sites of pulsation on their own and one another’s bodies. Issues of mutual trust,
consent, and play are negotiated nonverbally, as the pair transgresses boundaries of internal
versus external, and self, other, and environment.

Audio Installation:
Bodies are distributed and mixed further as the cardiac, respiratory, and fluid sounds of each
person are rendered to enliven a multi-channel, spatialized audio installation throughout the
surrounding area for everyone present. Live sounds from the two stethoscopes are treated with
algorithmic filters that introduce elements of randomness and ambiguity, as well as slippery
passages between signals derived from present and past encounters. A music composition titled
Limn was developed based on the stethoscope recordings in the live event.

Kinetic Sculpture:
In addition, there is a large scale, labyrinth-like paper sculpture dominating the public space.
Several transducers are attached to the paper, sending real-time, tactile interpretations of the
audio from the stethoscopes throughout its surfaces. The public is encouraged to touch,
embrace, and be enveloped by the architectural folds of the sculpture, as it evolves in concert
with the intimate performance and sonic scape.

LIMN (A): https://john-maccallum.bandcamp.com/track/limn-a
MORE: https://iii-iii-iii.org/portfolio/synchronism

III: Synchronism | Premiere at SummerWorks Festival 2016 |Photos: Robert Zbikowski

III: Synchronism |Kinetic sculpture | Photos: Ian Winters

III: Portraits
Video installation (2 simultaneous videos, 18” loop)
Created and performed by: John MacCallum & Teoma Naccarato

Synopsis
III: Portraits i s a video installation composed of two simultaneous projections, split in space and
playing on a continuous loop. In each video the performer looks directly into the camera, framed
in close-up while receiving the touch of someone from off-screen. The progression of each video
is relentlessly slow and sustained, inviting interpretations of the subtle, qualitative variations in
facial expression and gestural vocabulary. Given the division of the videos in space, visitors must
choose how to distribute their attention between the two portraits by looking back and forth,
and by moving closer or farther away from each projection.

VIDEO: https://iii-iii-iii.org/portfolio/iii-portraits

III: Portraits |Video stills | John MacCallum and Teoma Naccarato

III: Coeur de cochon
Video installation, with tactile transducers playing ECG signals (7” loop)
Created by: John MacCallum & Teoma Naccarato

Synopsis
III: Coeur de cochon is a video shared in the context of various performance-installations. The
projected imagery involves two sets of hands massaging the dense musculature of a heart, and
tracing the markings along its surfaces, as well as the entry points into its vessels and chambers.
The video is projected over the surfaces of a three-dimensional sculpture (a different sculpture at
each event), to which transducers are attached to make it pulse with real-time signals from
electrocardiograms worn by three performers.

VIDEO: https://iii-iii-iii.org/portfolio/iii-coeurdecochon

III: Coeur de cochon |Video stills | John MacCallum and Teoma Naccarato

III: Circulation (video)
Video-installation, (Multiple projections, 30-60” loops)
Created by: John MacCallum and Teoma Naccarato

Synopsis
III: Circultaitoon (video) i s a series of videos generated using feedback processes to explore
machine vision. Each video is distinct, and projected in concert with several others to create an
immersive installation in which rhythmic and textural patterns emerge and dissolve in an
abstract choreography of light, bodies, and sound. These videos are often paired with the audio
tracks from I II: Circulation (sound/haptic installation), and are integrated in the performance of I II:
Circulation.  In extended-duration exhibits these videos are played as palindromes, in persistent
processes of revealing and concealing the images of moving bodies from which they were
derived.

MORE: https://iii-iii-iii.org/portfolio/iii-circulation-video

III: Transmission | Video stills | John MacCallum and Teoma Naccarato

III: Respire
Breath Composition with sonic/haptic installation, three performers with ECG and click tracks (10”)
Created by: John MacCallum & Teoma Naccarato

Synopsis
III: Respire is a 10-minute poly-temporal breath composition for 3 performers. In this piece, each
performer wears headphones and breathes with the tempo of their own click track as it arcs
gradually from slow deep breathing, to hyperventilation, to a minute-long breath hold, and so
on. The arc of each click track is subtly different, producing a dynamic rhythm and texture
between the three parts. As the breath composition progresses, the audience may see, hear, and
sense the effort involved in the breathing for each performer, especially in moments where they
begin to struggle to maintain speed and amplitude of breath. I II: Respire may be performed on its
own, or in the context of other performances and installations from I II.

MORE: h
 ttps://iii-iii-iii.org/portfolio/iii-respire

III: Limn (A)
Sonic/haptic installation, derived from stethoscope signals in live one-on-one performance (10”)
Created by John MacCallum, based on collaboration with Teoma Naccarato in III: Synchronism

AUDIO & MORE: https://iii-iii-iii.org/portfolio/limn-a

III: Circulation (sound/haptic)
Sonic/haptic installation (iterative series)
Composed by John MacCallum, based on collaboration with Teoma Naccarato

Synopsis
As a sonic/haptic installation III: Circulation comprises an iterative series of audio recordings as
well as real-time compositions, derived from feedback processes in which electrocardiogram
signals and other bodily sounds morph into unpredictable temporal textures. This series may be
spatialized using traditional speakers and/or transducers to generate haptic feedback, and is
often integrated in performances with III: Circulation (the live event), and III: Circulatioon (the
video feedback series).

AUDIO & MORE: https://iii-iii-iii.org/portfolio/iii-circulation-audio
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